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Art History Year 1
Assessment 1

Apply research and Critical Analysis to Inform 

Artistic and Design Practice
Music: Romance from the Gadfly by Dmitri Shostakovich 

Turner: Steam boat off the harbours mouth
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Heysen: Droving into the light
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Aesthetic experiences 
that you respond to

I love weather events! Big cumulous clouds and storms

The sun setting and rising over any land or seascape

I love the mist and the fog and the mystery they hide

I love the sea and the endless movement and life it contains

I love rivers and the sound of the water over rocks and branches

I love the character and fun of animals, their innocence and ferocity

McCubbin: Lost
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Aesthetic experiences 
that you respond to

I love the texture and the colour of fur and feather

The reflection of light off eyes

I love colour - soft and gentle or big and bold

Music that uplifts and makes me feel like I can do anything

Mountains, trees, shadows and the night

I love desert, rocks and textures of things weathered by time

I love the smell of the Australian bush, the eucaluptus and the tea tree

Nuzzling into the coat of my horse’s neck, hearing his soft nicker

Monet: Waterlillies
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Stubbs: Horse Attacked by a Lion

Aesthetic experiences 
that you respond to

I love hearing my husband laugh

Cuddling a puppy - especially if it’s mine

I love sound of lorikeets chattering

The happy warbling of magpies and butcher birds in the garden

Looking at art that mesmerises me and leaves me in awe

The sound of rain on a tin roof

The solitude of my studio especially on a winter’s day

Being in that perfect moment in time and knowing it
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Honesty and integrity are important to me, I can not be in a 
relationship or friendship or business with someone I do not trust

Kindness and compassion I think are important to give and receive

I love my country, I love animals, I care about the natural world

My favourite artworks show the natural world in a manner that I find 
pleasing. McCubbin’s paintings of pioneers for example, or the drama 
of a storm by Turner, the amazing rock colours in a watercolour by
Ev Hales or Glenn Hoyle’s love of the Australian bush in his oils.

Renoir: Springtime in Chatou 

Values that you hold dear and their 
relationship to your favourite 

artworks
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David Chen: At Noon

Perfect moments are important in life. We need to remember them.

I like to reflect an air of positiveness in my paintings. Whether it is a sense 
of peace, calm, light, reflection or the quiet of a place at a time that I 
have seleced that exudes a certain tranquillity or a memory that the 
viewer connects with - that is for them to interprete. I do find that the 
creative and joyful place that I go to when painting often transfers to 
viewers who tell me wonderful stories and feelings stirred by my work.

Values that you hold dear and their 
relationship to your favourite artworks
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Issues you are concerned with

I wish all people could get along better, had better opportunities and 
less suffering.

The natural world is important and I hate seeing it spoilt or polluted, 
it has so much beauty when helped by us and not hindered.

I love animals and wish that we could do more to love and protect them.

I worry about the spread of cities into the countryside and the loss of 
good topsoil for farming and the environment.

I feel I can’t change human nature but can lift the spirits of people and 
show positive views and what I aspire to, I think is important and love.

David Chen: Nude II
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Glenn Hoyle: Afternoon Light

Experiences that you remember/key 
determinants in the development 

of your artistic sensibility
(influences and encouragement)

When I was about four years of age I often sat in the living room of my 
neighbour who was a commercial artist and watched him paint. He gave 
me brushes and pencils and encouraged me.

My mother and I would look at clouds and imagine shapes and animals.

My parents built me an art room to encourage me to persue my 
drawing and painting.

I remember my mother making me a cup of tea at 4am as I was painting 
in my room after Ash Wednesday, because I HAD to paint it, the heat,  
movement, reflections in a little stream - all the drama, the colour, the 
texture (with plastic bags and scrunched up paper on canvas).
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Lyn Mellady: Rolling into Shore

Experiences that you remember/key 
determinants in the development 

of your artistic sensibility
(influences and encouragement)

As a child whenever staying with my sister in Healsville I disappeared all 
day wandering in the bush, through the back of farms, over creeks 
and along dirt tracks - alone, totally comfortable and happy with the 
wildlife and the Australian bush as company.

Those who have been my best and closest friends in life have always 
loved my art and been very supportive and encouraging. They knew 
me and accepted me for who and what I am.

During 2004 my husband brought home a membership form for the 
McClelland Guild of Artists. He said I needed to get back in touch with 
my art. He has built me a studio, built my web site and even delivers to 
exhibitions. I would not be doing what I am now if it were not for him.
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Ern Trembath:First Light in the Archeron Valley

Experiences that you remember/key 
determinants in the development 

of your artistic sensibility
(influences and encouragement)

Since joining McClelland Guild I have joined four more art guilds and 
have been exposed to many artists as members and demonstrators 
and teachers. I have gained so much in not only technical knowledge 
but support and personal courage to keep working and improving, 
experimenting with new methods and mediums from the people I have 
met over the past eight years.

After being made redundant in 2009 my husband supported me in 
further persuing my art goals. We work together researching material 
and photographing places we go to so that I have a good reference 
library in the studio.
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Leigh Rust: The Path Less Travelled

Experiences that you remember/key 
determinants in the development of 

your artistic sensibility
(influences and encouragement)

I have been able to not only meet but train with artists whose art I have 
seen and been drawn to. Their love of wildlife and the Australian bush 
in particular have hit home with me and through them I have added to 
my repertoire, improved my skills and confirmed the basic direction I 
want to take my style and content. I have been lucky to find such great 
mentors.

Mid 2009 I was in therapy and my doctor was also an amateur artist. 
Because of my violent experiences through life and stresses of career 
and sudden redundancy, he also pointed me back to my studio to 
follow my first choice and dream of fine art. He was very encouraging 
of my work and abilities.
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Ev Hales: Early Light

Experiences that you remember/key 
determinants in the development of 

your artistic sensibility
(influences and encouragement)

At the Camberwell Art Show one year I saw a painting of a horse 
standing in a paddock. It was so well done, so beautiful - I cried. I have 
been able to train with that artist several times since then.

When I started painting again I went to a workshop for the weekend. It 
was held by David Chen. I was so scared I would look silly or I had lost 
any talent I had. He was so encouraging, so kind and so generous - he 
helped me get past that initial fear and intimidation of a blank canvas 
to relax and enjoy the journey. I have received awards from him at 
guilds in years since then. I love his use of colour and quiet areas in his 
paintings - they are never too busy!
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Consideration of what things 
inlfuence you

I am drawn to atmosphere, like the mix of colours in an evening sky.

Because of my interests and my continuing  afinity with the 
Impressionists and Heidelberg School and my interest and style 
heading in that direction, I can foresee a desire to keep improving my 
own “lean” on these styles and methods. I also enjoy painting in a type 
of realistic style - with a Janice twist now and then.

I find that as far a subject matter I can go out of my comfort zone if 
I see something that a feel I MUST paint or draw. My style may not 
change a lot but I enjoy the challenge every now and then of something 
new that I had not thought I could achieve (EG: Still Life).

Ferdinand Delacroix: The Horse Thieves
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Consideration of what things 
inlfuence you

I don’t care about trends or fashions - subject and experiences matter.

Sometimes a subject appears by chance and literally yells at me to 
make it into an artwork, for example it will tell me “I am a pastel painting, 
I will be on a full sheet of Tex, get rid of the busy background I want 
everyone to look at just me! .. and don’t get too prissy with details I’m 
all about light and texture!”

In most of my artworks the subjects have spoken to me first, even when 
doing commissions of animals, I do better when I meet the animal and 
they somehow let me know how to depict them. Even waves or clouds, 
trees or birds in a landscape tell me where and how to paint them.

Janice Mills: Three’s a Crowd
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Consideration of what things 
inlfuence you

I have an ongoing interest in ancient history and archeology and have 
read and casually studied architecture based on classical Greece, 
Rome and early Britain.

I have had an ongoing interest in astronomy and have read several 
books on the subject.

I have a good sized book collection of not only historic novels, but art 
reference books, history, poetry and classic childrens stories such as 
Lewis Carrol.

I love science fiction/fantasy and have read a large amount of books 
by various authors.

We have a large range of music from classic to very modern - I love 
them all and they can play a part in the direction of an artwork.

Janice Mills: I Love My Mum!
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Consideration of what things 
inlfuence you

Trackwork had no outside influences. I saw this in my head completed. The idea 
came to me and all I had to do was paint it. As I painted I saw the complimentary 
colours and the textures of the paint starting to work and enjoyed the journey 
of creation.

I accidentally damaged the first version of Black Saturday, but it gave me a 
chance to revisit the story I wanted to tell of the movement and the terrifying 
beauty of these fires. I also wanted dedicate it to the bravery of those who 
faced these overwhelming events with the addition of figures in the bottom left 
corner. I hope these would also help to give the work scale and drama.

My neighbour Gwen asked me to do a portrait of her lovely dogs. They visit 
here a lot as she takes them for walks and I love them both. The have distinct 
little characters and I wanted that to beam from the painting. I thought about 
them a lot whilst doing this piece and it must have worked because on first 
seeing the completed portrait Gwen cried with joy and hugged me. She has 
become a repeat client and recommends poeple on to me when ever she can. I 
can’t  come close to saying how much that connection and great feeling of 
achievement means to me but it is something I hold as one of my goals as I work 
on every artwork.

Janice Mills: Track Work

Janice Mills: Black Saturday II

Janice Mills: Gwen’s Puppies
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Beach Scene from Point Leo 2012 - In the steps of the Australian Impressionists
I am so happy with this painting. Being restricted to the 9x5 inch format made me really think about how much 

detail was really necessary. I was able to zero in on the things that attracted me the most and highlight them as 
well as keeping the work fresh. This has been a big step forward in only my first semester and very enjoyable!
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